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US MFE PROGRAM CAN MOVE TO A FUSION
ENERGY DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
• The U.S. MFE program can break out into a directed
energy development program whenever desired
– An accelerated roadmap can make ITER the “penultimate” step to
fusion energy

• Requires two major changes to the MFE enterprise
– An accelerated fusion nuclear science and engineering program
– Management of fusion energy development as a directed project
rather than open-ended science research program
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ACCELERATE MFE VIA FUSION NUCLEAR S&T
PROGRAM IN ITER TIMEFRAME

THE ISSUES THAT NEED ADDRESSING FOR FUSION
ENERGY HAVE BEEN REPEATEDLY IDENTIFIED
• ITER as one major element: the science of a high gain (Q~10)
burning plasma
– Reactor-scale plasma science: confinement; stability
– Reactor-relevant technologies: SC magnets; Heating and Diagnostics; initial
TBM tests, some PWI, etc.

• U.S. community studies have many times identified the
additional elements needed to move to fusion energy, recently
–
–
–
–

2003: FESAC Plan for Fusion Energy Development
2007-2009: FESAC Priorities, Gaps & Opportunities + ReNew
2010: Fusion Nuclear Science Program (FNSP) White Paper
2010: Pilot Plant concept development

• Similar efforts, and results, pursued by international partners
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THE SEQUENCE OF A FUSION ENERGY PROGRAM IS
! Demonstration, in which fusion is demonstrated to be an environmentally and
ELL
-KNOWN
Wenergy
economically attractive
source.
!

Scientific and Technology Development Programs in theory and simulation, basic
plasma science, concept exploration and proof of principle experimentation,
materials development and plasma, fusion chamber and power technologies form
the foundation for this research.

• Acceleration of generic steps involves parallelization and
increased risk management
Configuration Optimization
Burning Plasma
Materials Testing
Component Testing
Demonstration
Underlying Scientific and Technology Development Programs
Figure XS3. Overlapping scientific and technological challenges define the sequence of major facilities
needed in the fusion development path. Programs in theory and simulation, basic plasma science, concept
exploration and proof of principle experimentation, materials development and plasma, fusion chamber and
power technologies form the foundation for research on the major facilities.
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provides pathways for “breakthrough” developments that significantly improve the end
product. Finally it assumes that difficult choices will be made on a timely basis, taking
into account the key parameters of quality, performance and relevance to the plan. Such

Rollback Logic and Risk Assessment to
Identify Critical Paths & Issues

(courtesy G. H. Neilson)

The FESAC 2007 Study Identified Gaps and
Potential Means of Filling Them
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(from FESAC “Priorities, Gaps, and Opportunities…” 2007)

FUSION NUCLEAR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY:
USING AND DEALING WITH FUSION REACTIONS
• Producing significant fusion power in true steady state
• Breeding the T fuel
• Producing high-grade process heat from fusion
• Making chambers and blankets that survive high plasma and
neutron fluences
• Measuring plasma properties in a high neutron environment
• Demonstrating advanced plasma performance at DEMO-scale
• Making electricity from the process heat
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Roadmap Building Blocks Come in Two Types
Major Integration Facilities
• Nuclear (e.g., ITER, Demo, Fusion Nuclear Facility)
• Best for integrated testing, validation, and demonstration.
Supporting Research and Development Activities
• Develop physics scenarios and engineering & technology
elements individually or in subsets.
• Less integrated, more modular, more flexible.
• Range of sizes from small to > $1B.
• Best for developing and down-selecting options for
integration facilities.
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Tools for the Necessary Fusion Nuclear Science
& Technology Program

OPTONS FOR THE FUSION NUCLEAR FACILITY
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ANY INTERMEDIATE FUSION NUCLEAR FACILITY
WILL EVOVLE IN STAGES; E.G., FNF-ST

(courtesy M. Peng)

Pilot Plant is Within a Factor ~2 of Demo in Key
Metrics to Minimize Risks in Last Step

• Largest remaining gap is fusion gain Q (factor ~6), unless Pilot
Plant is a stellarator.
(courtesy G. H. Neilson)

ACCELERATE MFE VIA FUSION NUCLEAR S&T
PROGRAM IN ITER TIMEFRAME

An Example Fast Track to Get to a Net
Electric DEMO via Fusion Nuclear Facility

(R. Stambaugh, FPA 2010 Annual Meeting)

EAST ASIAN PARTNERS ALSO CONSIDERING FAST
TRACKS TO DEMO

(from J. Li, “ The Future of Fusion” SOFE 2011 )

Need to Projectize Fusion Energy
Development
• Accelerated program will require analysis and capacity to
decide on acceptable risk for each program element
– An open-ended science research program will not take such decisions

• Run as directed project to move to DEMO
– Existing fusion science program remains as performing support research

• Use modern project management for energy development
– Risk management and mitigation, not risk avoidance
– Expeditious directed decisions and risk assessment
• Cost
• Scope
• Schedule

– Likely needed for final selection of specific path(s) to follow
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A SIMPLE ROADMAP RESOLVES REMAINING
ISSUES FOR A DECISION FOR DEMO
• Development path goes through ITER and a Fusion Nuclear
Facility
– Includes underlying fusion nuclear S&T support activities
– Underlying fusion nuclear S&Tprogram is needed now

• Roadmap and Prioritization Studies Underway
– Evaluate risks/costs/readiness/schedule to facilitate prioritization
– Complement world program and opportunities
– Target down-select to specific FNF concept in 1-2 years

• The interests of the customer will determine the pace and
prioritization of fusion energy choices
– Especially true for near-term accelerated energy program, and for large next
(FNF) steps
– Need for magnetic fusion energy project
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